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By Wolf Schaefer and JP Kuehlwein

The new millennium has brought a major shift to the world of brand building.

Brands, especially prestige or luxury brands, or those we call "Ueber-Brands," are no longer seen as mere marketing
instruments they are embraced as guiding the enterprise overall. No longer just attracting consumers, but inspiring
and engaging all stakeholders inside the company and out.

How did this happen? Well, there are two big drivers that pushed this and are still at work:

1. Technology. Digitization has brought transparency and accessibility. The first forces brands and companies to
practice what they preach. The second empowers and commands direct brand-consumer interaction.
Together, they have made the brand as purely external "image" or "label" impossible. The brand must be lived.

2. People. We have all been over-marketed to. The "hidden persuaders" are pretty obvious to pretty much everyone
by now. And we have gotten generally more critical of crude commercialism, expecting more reflection and
responsibility, while we, of course, still run for the sale. We want to shop ourselves a better world.

Apart from this, there has been a general trend towards independent "company brands," where the brand is the sign
over the door and the sales are done directly to consumers as it has traditionally been with high-end designer labels
or the "grandes maisons'" in luxury and fashion: My name. My work. My reputation.

All this has led us in 2015 to revisit the way today's Ueber-Brands are built (Rethinking Prestige Branding Secrets of
the Ueber-Brands, Schaefer/Kuehlwein, 2015): brands that appear above and beyond their competition, peerless and
priceless. And it is  the reason that we are now sharing the way we translated our theory into action: Our new book
"Brand Elevation," developed as a very praxis-oriented how-to process in six steps, which we have successfully used
across categories and for which we have often been asked.

https://www.americanmarketer.com/category/sectors/marketing-industry-sectors/
https://www.americanmarketer.com/2021/02/14/brand-elevation-why-and-how-prestige-brands-have-to-be-built-differently-in-the-digital-age/
https://zwoelfconsulting.com/
https://ueberbrands.com/
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There are four ways in which our six-step Ueber-Brand Program differs markedly from standard theory and which
are important to understand if you want to build a modern prestige brand:

First: Start with yourself
This is nothing less than turning the traditional brand strategy model on its head or feet as we see it: Do not start with
market or consumer research in developing your brand and its products, but start with your ideas and ideals.

Of course, the customer and business realities still matter. But they come into play once you are clear about what you
want to dedicate your brand to and why. Then you will use them to validate your concept, adjust, find the right target,
and ensure profitability.

If you start out by looking outside for consumer needs and market gaps, you will never be anything but opportunistic.
You will be running after opportunities rather than leading with a sense of mission. You will be defined by what is
rather than inspiring what could be.

But this you must: Brands today are first and foremost change agents. Their job is not to make overblown promises
that their products cannot keep. They must give us hope for a slightly brighter, better tomorrow. Help us become who
we want to be and live how we want to live.

There are many good examples for this throughout our new book. And, on top, we won seven guest authors sharing
their first-hand accounts, insights and experiences of transformational brand elevation, including marketing leaders
from Starbucks, Acqua di Parma, YouTube and Airbnb, who not only revolutionized the hospitality industry but gave
us a way to feel we "Belong Anywhere."

Second: Do not let data drive your dream, but share it
Marc Pritchard, chief brand officer of Procter & Gamble Co., was one of the first to kick off a more mature and
balanced assessment of our shiny new digital world when he said in 2017: "The days of digital-all are numbered."

This attitude is gaining ground.

One of the latest to prominently announce shifting their focus from performance marketing back to including more
traditional brand-building communication was Adidas in the fall of 2019. And the Burning Man festival, for example,
one of the most coveted events globally, does not spend a penny on social media campaigns.

The magic actually lies in keeping all "shut," disabling live posts and feeds, for example, but creating thousands of
personal experiences that participants will burn to share organically and personally, face-to-face, word-of-mouth.

None of these big players are rejecting the possibilities of online communication, data mining, re-targeting or
individualized interaction. What they are doing is recognizing and using these possibilities while being equally
aware of their limitations.

There is a difference between tactical communication and strategic brand building. Quantity and quality are often



There is a difference between tactical communication and strategic brand building. Quantity and quality are often
opposing goals. Efficiency is not the same as effectivity.

Individual marketing fulfills  other functions than public campaigns. Thus, it can never be either or, you always need
"as well as." This realization is now settling in. The big data party is not over by any means, but it seems we are
coming back to our senses.

Data and performance marketing can thus be very helpful in connecting with targets, but they should not take over.
They are tools for sharing your dream, but they should not drive it. Because at least today's algorithms and artificial
intelligence are not really good at that yet, if they will ever be.

JP Kuehlwein is  founder of marketing consultancy Ueber Brands

Three: Elevate the tangible by reaching for the intangible
"The mystery and the protocol, it's  not there to keep us apart. It's  there to keep us alive." Thus says Olivia Colman as
Queen Elizabeth II in the Netflix blockbuster, The Crown. The same holds true for Ueber-Brands. You need proper
context and entourage to elevate yourself. But, above all, you need mystery and myth.

To transcend the everyday, you must rise to a higher level. Just associating emotions with your products and
services, your brand and its relations, is  not enough. You need to lift people and connect them with what they want to
be and what could be, beyond what they are and what is. It is  about aspiration.

This is why we made "Writing Your Myth" the second step in our six steps to create an Ueber-Brand, right after
"Setting Your Mission." Because for Ueber-Brands, a brand narrative is not just a means to structure and integrate all
their communications and interactions. That too. It is  primarily a way to shine brighter and lead higher, hold
meaning and have cultural significance, inspire their followers and all of us to move up and on. And for the same
reason, not just any story will do. You need one with mythical qualities.

Because myths are not just "false stories," as the word is often used colloquially. They talk about our "collective
dreams," as Joseph Campbell put it. They hold us together as societies, they connect groups and inspire movements,
and they help us individually to figure out who we are, what we want to be and where we want to go.

Just look at Tesla, for example, which is much more than a story of technological advance. It is  the myth of a
maverick breaking the boundaries of the world as we know it, taking us higher and further than we thought possible.
And that is what makes the brand take such a firm and strong Ueber-Position.

Four: Do not declare. Do
We are living in an experience economy. Consumers are sick and tired of dull, self-congratulatory brand
promotions interrupting their lives, even if they are just watching some tacky "unboxing" on YouTube. They want
brands to add value right when and where they pop up, not just promise it.

Ueber-Brands thus thrive on "ideas that do," as we called it in our first book.



 MOST POPULAR
1. Brands should incentivize consumers to go green
2. Retailers expanding pickup options, facing staff shortages this holiday season: report
3. Owning the customer experience in an Amazon-disrupted market
4. Shifts in retail sales of women’s designer bags
5. Macy’s trademark decision confirms importance of surveys
6. Year of the Rooster luxury items: Hit or miss with Chinese consumers?
7. How luxury is the millennial’s unlikely weapon to fight social inequality
8 . Luxury brands need to change their marketing strategy for India
9. Green is the new black: Backing the Fashion Pact

10. How resale, rental and flex payments can put luxury within reach – especially now

Ueber-Brands thus thrive on "ideas that do," as we called it in our first book.

The whole content and community craze in marketing has certainly led to some excess not every shampoo needs to
come with a tutorial in equality. But, in essence, we do not think there is a way back.

The "podcast class" as The New York Times calls it, does prefer entertainment and education, advice, support,
connections and experiences over unrequested and uninteresting brand declarations or irrelevant messages. And
who would blame them?

Let us face it: it is  indeed one of the biggest advantages of the digital revolution that brands have so many more and
often more economic and effective opportunities to engage with people directly. Let us use them and think twice
before we resort to shouting. Or, retargeting someone with the 20  offer on Venice flights because they booked
those three months ago.

Creativity in marketing today no longer means sugarcoating the "bitter" brand message.

We are all challenged to constantly come up with new and surprising ways on where and how our brand can
positively impact consumers' lives and our societies as a whole.

Gucci did a stellar job throughout the last year, as was recognized by Luxury Daily. But others did as well, for
example, Louis Vuitton and its "Zoom with friends' adventures." Or Hublot, which created more convenient and
exciting retail experiences with its "video-clienteling suite" that allows customers to connect with the store for a real-
life consultation online.

But "doing" is not just the imperative in engaging and interacting with your targets. It is  the rule for your whole brand
building overall, which is why we put "Do" as second step in our program, before your brand should start talking and
daring.

Above and beyond all, you must live your brand mission and myth in all you do, from sourcing to sharing, truthfully
inside out. Because declaring without doing is not good. But not doing as declared is even worse.

Excerpted and adapted with permission from the new book by Wolfgang Schaefer and JP Kuehlwein, "Brand
Elevation: Lessons in Ueber-Branding," Kogan Page, 2021.

Wolfgang Schaefer is Berlin- and New York-based founder/CEO of zwoelf consulting. JP Kuehlwein is founder of
marketing consultancy Ueber Brands, New York. Reach them at authors@ueberbrands.com and
wolf@zwoelfconsulting.com.
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